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Interactive Asset Tags making things easier
How does it
work?

What is
BackFlowID?
BackFlowID is a new interactive asset tag from
BPAA Inc. BackFlowID leverages the popular WasteID
Service, currently used by numerous authorities and
utilities in managing trade waste compliance.
BPAA Inc. are the exclusive distributors for BackFlowID
in Australia, providing valuable income to support the
activities of the association.

Local authorities or authorised testers can securely
attach the BackFlowID tag to the backﬂow prevention
device, and by scanning the QR2id Code on the tag,
record or review service information* and GPS location.
Authorities can review service information at a glance,
exchange data with internal systems, and oversee service
activities in realtime.

Automation &
Schedules

Context
Senstitive
BackFlowID presents contextually relevant information/
workﬂows to the person scanning the tag. For example,
an authorised local authority user scans an unallocated
BackFlowID Tag. He/she can assign it to a site/device,
set the GPS location, and record other applicable details.
When that tag is scanned by an authorised tester all
applicable device details are immediately available and
the locally relevant service form can be completed.

The required service information can be set for each
BackFlowID Tag, with reminders and overdue
notiﬁcations able to be generated automatically.
Authorised testers can also use the functionality to more
eﬃciently schedule and sequence their workload.
Not only is activity available to authorised stakeholders in
realtime, automated email and integration with other
applications greatly enhances eﬃciency.

How do I get
started?

Are there other
uses for QR2id?

The BackFlowID application is available free to members
of the Backﬂow Prevention Association of Australia Inc.
Contact bpaaoﬃce@bpaa.org.au to purchase BackFlowID
tags and simplify backﬂow prevention compliance.

The QR2id Service can enhance eﬃciency and simplify
record keeping for an extremely wide range of tasks.
Scanning the QR2id Code can provide controlled and
contextually relevant access to work-ﬂows, checklists,
and information.
*Comprehensive security restrictions apply

For sales enquiries

BackFlowID.com

bpaaoﬃce@bpaa.org.au 0412 896 703

Revision

For technical support:

Scan QR2id Code to conﬁrm this is the
latest revision or visit QR2id.com and
enter Serial Number:

support@BackFlowID.com (07) 3380 4677
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